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Linking Faculty Expectations and Student Goals to the
Assessment of Quantitative Capabilities'

William 0. Martin

Abstract
Ehe University of Wisconsin-Madison (UW-Madistin k using a el assessment process to find whether emerging iuniors have Mc
quantitatRe skills needed for sUCCess iii thcit dlOsell Upper-di% iston eourses. Sampling from &partitions across the campus (Courses have
included Principle ii a(IvernsIng. Chemistry, and Cititur ,Analysisl information is gathered about tat quantitative skills used in
speotic courses and (hi the extent to %Inch students can shm% Ihese imponant .kdk; at the start ot the semester. Instructors play 3 ke y. role in
helping to design free-response tests reflecting capabilities expected of students from the first week and essential for success in the eourse
Isso important characteristics 01 this tOrm of assessment are la) direct faculty involvement and tbt close ties to student goak and
backgrounds. We have foam! that the reflection, contaets and dialogs promoted by this form of assessment are it least as important as the test
results. Thts paper brielb outhnes the assessment procedure. highlights some findings ;1bout instructor expectations ;Ind student capabilities.
and describes it N. alloy it Aays that the program has had a local inipaet.

Assessment Perspectivcs
Assessment in higher education. Assessment in mathematics used to 111Call tests and grades. In recent years,

the kind of assessment that occurs in elassrooms has received increasing attention. The National Council of
Teachers of Mathematies has led the push for a broader conception of mathematics assessment with the
development of Assessment Stanaanls for School Mathematics (1993). Indicative of assessment's current high
profile, Ewing (1994) expressed uneasiness in the American Mathematical Monthly about the lack of precision m
the discussion of "something so obviously sensible" as assessment. I expect that many others in higher
education. including mathematicians. share his uncertainty about the growing preoccupation with assessment.

Assessment tt the institutional and state levels became an important issue during the 1980s (Ewell and
Lisensky. 1988); assessment programs have now been mandated for colleges and universities in many states
(Ewell, 1994). Accrediting agenciesfor example, the North Central Association of Schools and Colleges that
accredits the UW-Madison-----also have introduced assessment requirements; so, assesstnent beyond that carried
out at the course level will increasingly require faculty attention. Mathematics departments, because of their
important service function for undergraduate degree programs. xx ill have an extra role to play in camplIS
assessment programsthis besides their need. like all departments. to assess in the major.

This paper is about the evolution of a quantitative assessment project, run by faculty members in mathematics
tttd staosties, designed to meet external assessment requirements in a way that is useful locally for participants.
An important characteristic of the project is its focus on specific needs and expectations of students and faculty in
particular courses. The assessment project operates at an intermediate level between the individual classroom and
the institution.

Evaluation and assessment. The terms (isse.si.num and croluatiim are sometimes used interehangcablx.
though there is some distinction between them. Angelo (1994) defines issessment as "a means tor focusing our
collective attention. examining assumptions, and creating a shared culture dedicated to understanding and
continuousl improving the qualit y. of higher learning- (p. 1). The alamitative ass( NAHUM/ project at Ow
Unixer,ity t)f Wisoln,sin-Madtstm rW-MatikiTin, Iteats risNem,/(111 is lie gathering and reporting of information

' 'Fhis paper was prepared for the MAA session On ,Veit. Oirections tn Student ,A.s.sevNment at the Joint
N1athetnaties Meetings of the MAA ;111d AMS in SIM Francisco. Januar 3-7. 1995. Copies of the paper and
;n1ditional information are available from the author at North Dakota State University, Department of
Mathematics. MO Mittird. 1)() Box 5075, Fargo. ND 551115 51175 (email: is imartin0 plains.nodak.edu
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about students' quantitative capabilities without the judgement or valuing of those findings that would he
connoted by evaluation. To illustrate the distinction, much classroom assessment in mathematics contributes to
evaluation when instructors use information collected on tests and homework to assign student grades.

Quantitative assessment at Madison began for the most familiar reason: it, along with verbal assessment, was
externally mandated by the Governor of Wisconsin and the Board of Regents. Amid increasing pressure for
accountability in higher education (Ewell, 19911, all system institutions were directed to have programs to assess
the quantitative and verhal eapahilities of emerging juniors opeiating by 1991. Although the impetus, and some
support, for assessment was external, the form of implementation was left up to institutions.

The concern for faculty involvement in and control of assessment might have the appearance of self-interest.
Nevertheless, the importance of faculty involvement is not just a local, faculty concern; Ferren's (1993) call for
institutional assessment to he faculty-driven is a common theme in the assessment literature. Scholars working
on assessment have noted the lack of educational impact of the widespread use of standardized tests for
accountability purposes. For example. the extensive use of various standardized tests for many years at the
University of Kentucky-Knoxville appears to have had little impact on instruction or learning (Banta, 1993).
Lack of real faeulty or student engagement in assessment may explain the missing impact. Such results provide
useful lessons for future assessment efforts. Our own findings at Madison agree with Banta's observation:

Experience over the past decade with assessment at the postsecondary level has indieated that the finding
or results obtained from assessment are less important in stimulating improvements in practice than is the
process of bringing faculty together to discuss purposes, strident outcomes, and methods of instruction as
they prepare for outcomes assessment (Banta and Fisher, 1986). (p. 51)

Although quantitative assessment at Madison greys out of institutional assessment and is important at that
level, the focus of this report is on its utility for faculty. students, and departments, a perspeetive that has
received mueh less attention than has classroom and institutional assessment. The assessment procedure we use
helps to identity the quantitative needs of students, expectations of faculty, and goals of departments. 'The

information that is generated can help faculty memhers and departments to improve the instruction and learn'
of undergraduates (not only mathematics and science majors) at the institution.

Assessment OlVectives: Identifying and Meeting Needs and Expectations'
Do students enter college (or graduate school, ealculus, upper-division courses) with skills required for sucLess?
Do grades in prior eourses accurately reflect student mathematical capabilities'? How good are graduating
majors'? Do teehnologies (or writing. ',,roup work, hard problems) really make a difference in mathematical
learning'? As teaehers and scholars, svc hav,: beliefs about these and sMiilar questions: assessment is a tool to
ensure that such beliefs arc supported hy more than intuition.

Assessment has historietilly been an important part of higher education. Nei, directions in assessment refers

hoth to a ehange of methodologies used in the elassroom and an awareness that assessment is important at other
levels beyond individual eourses. With several notable exceptions (such as college entrance examinations:
statewide examinations sueh as the New York Regents' examinations; and graduate qualifying examinations in
doctoral institutions). lunch loss attention has been given to ll,,se,,sinent of the impaet of programs and sequences
of courses. American edueational taditions -most notably, the tradition of loeal eontrol of education 111;ly

tor the Lick of ;issessment at this level. In contrast. assessment at a program or institutional level is an
important feature in many other nations (for example. in Luropean. Asian. and Pacific countries). There,
comprehensive cxtei nal examinations have significant consequences for students, faculty. ;ind institutions.

In the iihsence mit exteinal ;issessments, the searell kir way s to monitor the impact of programs ;Ind institutions
has turned both outvv;ird lii eolninercial testing serv ice. ( lianta. 1993, p. ;9, lists tour inain instruments) liii
invv aid to the COlit'i,le 01 UM\ cp.it\ , tiaCe eonstituencies have a (illeit intl'It!!.1 ill

ip..,cssment: (a) students. (b) mathematics faculty. and (e) faculty in other "client" deptutments
Lach is hkelv to has L' tOr ;Ind dittCrelltk. TO he \Wilk\ hilt...
assessment should :iddress the needs ot each gloup

3
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Student needs & expectations. Students play a central role in assessment. Often, though, their role is simply
as a source of data: students take the tests, complete assignments, or are interviewed. Traditionally, they do not
use the data they generate. Assessment can serve a broader purpose for students than just a tool for evaluation
and certification. They have expectations and goals that they bring to college; these may change as they progress
through their degree program. Mathematics curricula reflect what faculty believe students need to know. To
what extent do students provide information about their own perceptions of needs or the extent to which these
needs were met by mathematics courses or programs'? Mostly, not at all. Are the views of students important?
Or should they accept what is offered hy educational experts? I believe that student views are very important.
especially as they reveal differences between the intended and the perreivid or received curricula.

Mathematics faculty expectations. It is interesting that faculty members in a subject founded on deductive
rationality can show a willingness to base curricula and teaching on personal experiences and intuition instead of
findings from educational research. A useful exercise is to think about the range of individual and departmental
innovations or changes in mathematics oNer the past decade. How many were based on caretUl analysis of
institutional or departmental goals and data about the extent to which these goals were being inet? How many
reforms were formally evaluated? What is Anou-t (as opposed to believed) about the impact of changes on
students? I am fascinated by some of the thoughtful electronic dist:ussions that take place on the American
Mathematical Society e-math calc-reform discussion group, I have also been struck ls y. the lack of evidence eitek
In these discussions to support even plausihle claims about the benefits of instructional approaehes. As
mathematieians. we should discuss and specify our own goals for (undergraduate) courses and assess the extent to
which the are heing achieved.

Client department jaculty expectations.. Faculty menthers frotn across a campus expect students to come into
their courses and programs with certain quantitative capabilities. We have found that in non technical courses
faculty may initially say they do not use any quantitative material: during further probing. we often discover that
they have a ariety of basic quantitative expeetations that they had not consciously been aware of (e.g., using
percentages. reading tables. and interpreting graphical representations). Most mathematics faculty members have
heard continents or even eomplaints about the mathematieal capabilities of students in other departments; perhaps
even they have had similar I:elings about the mathematical preparation their own students hring from high
sehool. What capahilitici, do faeulty in other departments need from their students? Do mathematics
prerequisites match these expectations? Do students have the necessary capabilities when they get to the
coursei:? It seems tha; totieh of the information about these questions is anecdotal.

External constituencies. In return for their financial support. parents. taxpayers, legislators and others hits
shown a desire for evidence that supports claims made for higher education. A problem with external calls t'or
accountahility is that the impact of higher education is not easily measured; measures that are easily
eomprehended and compared, partieulatly from standardized tests. may bear little relation to the goals ot the
participants in a particular institution.

How ean information from such diverse perspectives be collected'? Madison's assessment plan i designed to
meet external assessment requirements meatnngfully. simultaneously providing useful information for student and
faulty participants. The focus is on emerging juniors. Included in this group are students who last studied
mathematics in high school along v, ith those who Hsi' completed two ears (it extensive stud in physical
sciences and matheinaties. (*lead!, no standardized instrument could match the quantitative backgrounds f dl
juniors on th eanipus. In our pro)ect. the link herveen faeulty expeetations and student backgrounds is made hv

ing ;issesst lent to student course chok.es ;it Mc junior les el. This is when studints move trom genetal
education to upper-div ision specialization in the Illojor held. Patterns of results across a riltle <it collr,,es 1)1'0\ lilt:

hicther '4uilents on tin, \ have des eloped ;idequate quantitati\ e kind verbal)
,iiipabilities to deid ss tilt he specialized work in the maiot Because students choose malt,' plojirains and Lionises,
our assessment (heir j2oals intl backinoiinds.

Quantitative /issessnu,nt: Gathering, Organizing, and Oissetninating Infrination
\ssessment hegIns ss Ith qtlestlOth /lice the 111.111)0,,e ilsm.,,,,111L'Ilt that Is, the aldienCe and icai,ons tom

talk aboutassessment has been identitied. one must decide what oltouniution ,,hould When we
how comses (Jt pmemnis Limn tbute least. sonic expecidtions meuiilsi
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which to measure achievement or progress. Course descriptions include information about goals, as do
departmental statements (such as might be found in college bulletins). Commonly, such documents focus on
what will be covered in a course rather than the capabilities that students will develop. As guides for assessment
of the impact programs on student learning and knowledge. these statements of goals have little value because
they either are closely tied to individual courses or are too broad and content focused. Students study
mathematics for myriad reasons; other departments require mathematics tOr varied purposes; all faculty members
do not even share unique goals for undergraduate programs (Boyer. 199))) or, in particular, mathematics. All of
this further complicates the articulation of ohjectives for assessment.

Our assessment process begins by choo g junior-level coat es from departments across the campus.
Instructors are asked to identify the quantita ve capabilities stud lits will need to succeed in their course. With
their help, we design a test of those skills. Students take the early in the semester; corrected papers and
information about class performance are returned within a week.

Thst construction identifies goals. Identification of goals is built implicitly into the Madison assessment
process; faculty artieulate quantitative expeetations that are closely related to specific courses as they help us
construct the quantitative readiness test for their course. As they do this, instructors identify the quantitative
skills students need to he successful during the semester. By design, our tests reflect material that students will
use during the semester, content that the instructor does not plan to teach and that students should already know.
This is not generally an easy task but the attempt to identify specific necessary capabilities, as opposed to a
more general "wish list," is one of the most valuable parts of the assessment exercise.

Motivathm is a key issue. A significant problem with assessment outside the context of a specific course is
getting students (and faculty!) to participate seriously. Our assessment method is designed to he useful to faculty
and students; getting individuals to focus on specific nee,.!:. and expectations is what gives meaning to the test
outcomes. The attitude of instructors is crucial to the success of the exercise. We emphasize to participating
faculty memhers that the way they iwrtray Ihe te.st sludents is the most important factor in whether the
students efforts on the test provide useful information for anone (including the institution). Few students will
buy the "Do this tor the good of future student.: and the institution" line. The hest approach, we have tOund, is
for the instructor to tell students

The test does not eount toys ard their grade, !tut
Test iesults will help these students knoss their quantitatise readiness for the course early in the term
The instructor is cry interested in how the do. so it is crucial that students try their best
Results of the test may lead to course modifications to match content to student capabilities better

Ohviousl. the instructor needs to believe this -there is little to be gained by tring to assess in a course ss here
the instructor does not, so we do not t naturall. sse do try to convince skeptics since it is not uncommon for
faeult, to doubt the alue o assessment initiall ) Although the process generates information that should help
improve courses and programs across the campus, the focus in each course is on the immediate benefits for
pitrticipating students and instruetors.

We hase des eloped a reliable coding scheme that alloss mathematics graduate students to reeord information
;ihout student pertormance On scantron sheets tor later imalsis so that corrected test papers can be returned to
students w ithin a veek. tiraders rate the degree of suecess for each probleln 1.1`,111g a !is e-point seale, thes also
code information about the steps students take toss;ird a solution (e.g.. differentiated correeth, nr des ised an
;ippropriate reprt:sentationi. We return the corrected test papers illong sith test solutions and references
textbooks that Lould he used !or Fcs les.

C do compute (hut 1111 Mit wpm!l to simmients i test scow tor each pare, (the munher ot problems
ihe\ hdd completel (11' h;INIC,d1 \ colle:1), Oh! 111:1111 hh.11 is on the proportion of the clay, that could do each
prohlein. Fins intormation is clearl uset ul tor nisnuctois, :outsL", there :UV proteins in the
results that pros ide useful information for ikpartments. colleges and divisions. and the institution. Our
methodologs addiesses the ptohlem of toss to match assessment to student hackgrounds Imkinv assessment to
coutses selected bs. students Is the\ ht..2111 oo k in their moor Stdl, een 55 thot a course there ean he
lim,,Ikletahle 'm.1,0)1111\ in student quantitathe hdAgrounds, We obtain information trom unts et sirs 11%.1)1(1,, ;thou(
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the mathematics and statistics that students have taken. Without identifying individuals, we report this
information, along with the assessment test score, to course instructors.

Discussions with faculty. Faculty contacts are central to this form of assessment. The validity of our
findings is dependent on instructors ensuring that the test we design accurately reflects the quantitative
prerequisites for their course. For the assessment to have local value it is necessary that findings are circulated
among and discussed by individuals and groups with an interest in students' quantitative capabilities who can
respond to the results. This is at the crux of the Madison assessment strategy, and is an important contrast with
standardized testing. It IS worth emphasizing that the main advantage of this approach is in the ongoing dialog
about student knowledge and learning that is promoted, indeed required, to conduct the assessment:

Individual faculty members must focus on specific expectations for a course to prepare an appropriate test.
Student needs and backgrounds are reflected in the assessment process because the test is tied to a course the
student has chosen. usually at the start of their studies in the major.
Faculty from tnathematics. statistics, and client departments talk about faculty expectations. student needs, and
student performance in relation to specific courses and programs.
The conversations are tightly focused on the reality of existing course content and written evidence front
students about their (n.antitati\ e capabilities.
Fveryone involved. stadents and facult. gains useful information that has immediate signitieance apart from
its broader, long-term institutional meaning.

Findings
()ur assessment work Ifis produced some surprising results. thought it has not generally revealed large
discrepancies between instruct(cr expectations and student capabilities. Instructors often want students to he able
to reason independently. to make interpretations and to draw on basic quantitative concepts in their courses: they
seem less concerned about student recall of specific techniques. Students, on the other hand. are more successful
with routine. stainiard computational tasks and often show less ability to use conceptual knowledge or insight to
mike less stantlad Lluantitative problems (Bauman and Martin. to appear). Several problems will illustrate these

tidings and the nature of our tests.
Instructoms of L.ourses that have a caleulus preteqMsik. often vs ant students to understand what a derivative

represents: they ;ire usually not interested in student recall of differentiation techniques or formal limit definitions,
Two problms designed to probe student understandinzi of derivates have been chosen hy instructors for use in
many cour,.es

I.igtirc I.

l'rvol)Ien, I I 1 of (1 riol,o,,n, f . (Mr l 1 iul stLI Oh! IlCIII;111\i', I (III(/

II\ ii101( 11:,11 10, III 111 '11 r,1 cc c/(111.(111VC 10111
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Figure 2.

Problem 2 Figure 2 give.v the graph of a tonction y fix). OW graph to answer these
questhms:

)(I) Estimate f'(4)
fl» Estimate f(2).
(c) (In which intenah.si. it WIN', thieS appear th(1t f'(x)<0

iN-1(4 correct)

44' corwet
(65(T( correctl

(The pereentages are the proportion of students in a reeently assessed engineering course who ;inswered
the question correctly---the eourse prerequisite w:IS three semesters of ealculus)

Few students with only one semester of calculus hase answered either problem correetly on our tests,
idthough the material is drawn from the early part of first semester calculus. Even in elasses where students have
completed the regular three-semester caleulus seilikinee their sticcess rates are surprisingly low for these
introductory prohlems. For example. ahout three-quarters of the students in on class correctly labeled the three
eurves in problem I; under one-third of those students could adequately justify then labeling. The students had
reasonable tnathetnatics hackgrounds: More than half had a H or better in their previous mathematics course.
wind) was either third semester caleulus or linear idgebra. Just five of the 87 students had a 1) or F tor their
previous mathematics cliurse. Success rates are higher if we just ask them to differenti,a2te or integrate a function.
For example. in the same elass see-quarters of the students eorrectly evaluated jo -1dt.

.rhese results pros ide useful infountacion about both (a) faculty expectations in other departments tand in
upper les el mathematics courses assessed as part of the program) and lb) student capabilities in relation to those
expectations and various mathematical backgrounds. We hase found that most junior level courses have one of
three kinds of expected backgrounds: (a) no eollege inathematics. it)) one semester of ealculus and perhaps a first
slatisties course. and (et the full three-semester calculus sequenee with some work in differential equations.
Although the iirst les el it expectations does not require collegiate mathematics. many instructors Jio expect a
certain lesel of quantitative literac from school mathematics and statistics.

Fhe purpose of this paper is not to report our findings. some of which have been reported elsewhere (Bauman
ism! Martin, to appeara Indisidual tindins, such ;is those gisen above, have local significance. hut we hase us

leisson to fiches e tIi' ire generahiahle hes ond specific courses Or perhaps our OWII institution. The significance
ot this \sink tor others lies in the methodologs for ins estigating the match between faculty expectations and
student capabilities liceause eifeh iissessmeni is closely tied to a specific course, the d',,l'ilient.N impos.t
iitten nari oss Is focused Surprisnuils. )hough, some findings !lase esen had a eampus ss ide eftcct on the
unilerailuote currieulum.

Impact of the Nsessment Project
A que.lion ;ibout this, in Met any, assessment piogiam is \\lust is its impact.' How :111 this 111,1ke

,Ihd lead to improvement.' After all. it is \sell knossn that students have difhLulties ssith quantitative skills and
teasoning floss does assessment guide the future ) Such qui..".tions come from a skis\ of assessment ;is
suininatise. es;ilnatise. ;mil judgmental. somethim2 external that occuis at the end, that points to success Or

h Is I lop (10%s ss ith assessois making the judgements ;ind heing responsible tor iecommending

7
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changes. Our view of assessment is different. (..)ur work has had an impact, but in a broader sense than
suggested by the tOrgoing questions.

The model tlor this project comes front a conception of assessment as an integral. ongoing part of edueation
that has Prnuilive and sumnuttive characteristics. It is based on the idea that faculty members are best able to
respond to information about student capabilities: what they might need is assistance identifying their own
expectations and the relevant knowledge and skills of their students. This form of assessment is designed to have
an impact hy promoting reflection and by encouraging curricular and pedagogical decision-making based on
knowledge rather than on assumptions and intuition.

It is worth noting that recent mathematics edueatiim research in elementary grades has shown that teacher
knowledge is an important distinguishing characteristic of the type of learning that occurs in classrooms. Content
knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge are important, but pe:!aps most significant for college faculty is
the idea that effectise teachers have a good sense of what their ,1'.0dents know and use this knowledge to guide
their instruction (see Fennema and Franke, 1992 for a discusslin of the impact of teachers' knowledge).
Assessment should help faculty to he attuned to the knowleuge and capabilities of their students in relation to the
demands of their course. thereby fostering instructional imr ovement.

Impact at a variety of levels. Instructors have mostly reacted very favorably to the assessment process.
Tiose who do not report making any changes cither found from the tests that students had the prerequisite skills
or said that they were already aware of the difficulties and had modified their approach to deal with themthe
project simply confirmed what they had suspected. In cases where instructor expectations differed from the
resuks they often reported making changes. either hy omitting reviews that no longer appeared necessary or by
including additional work to develop important. missing eapabilities.

Students report less influence of assessment. parti y. because many mistakenly see it as a pretest of material
that will be studied in the eourse. Others fail to see the connection between a mathematical problem on the wst
and the way the concept is used in the course. For example, the test may include an item involving the concept
of definite integral as area under a curve--in the eourse, students inay use the concept in their work with
frequency distrihutions without recognizing the connection to the test problem. In technical courses, many
students (perhaps around half the class) reported study ing hoth before and after the assessment test and said that
the teview was useful. Sometimes. unfortunately. students made comments on our follow-up questionnaires such
as "Waste of tn time" or "If I wanted to he a math major I would have taken a math course... Most students.
when questikined tt the end of the semester. recognized that the skills were important in their course hut had not
chosen to use assessment information to help prepare for those requirements. Students in more technical courses
are more likely to make comments such as "Helped to shock me into relearning some calculus" and "The written
correctionsincluding specific reasons why I did not reach the correct answerwere greatly appreciated!" Such
readions show that some students do. in fact. find the diagno,,tic ;xercise useful.

Departmental impact. The value to the Department of ;slathema'ics of the data generated by assessment is
quite clear We report annually to the entire faculty, hut we have probably had greater curricular influenee by
targeting our findings at individuals and committees responsible for specific levels or groups of courses,
particularly precaleulus and ealeulus. Findings from many assessed courses have shown, for instance, that faeulty
v'ant students to interpret graphical representations. *Fhis !lad not alw s been emphasized in mathematics
courses. It skips somew hat ironic. but instructise. that iv an early meeting to discuss our findings with a
eurrieulum group in mathematic's one facult\ memher remarked about a ploblem 2, "I'm not surpt ised students
couldn't do that 1 nes er ask such questions in my class." A colleague immediately responded that he thought
such tasks were cry important and always emphasized ',rich ideas when he taught ealculus. Obviously our
;vo.essnient work can stinitilate aluahle discus,,ions Thout what is and should be co\ eyed in undergiaduate
machematies eourses.

Our finding, Pout giaplocal lepicsentations hate (cif cout,"L' coordinators to encourai,fe instructors to 121Se
ilk leased attention to g.taphical icpresentalkuis of functions. Peihalls more important, though, is w. hat our work
slums ahout the kind tit. mathematical skills needed in other departments: Those instructors seem less concerned
,fhout "Hipifiationjl. alf2011thnth ;snoslefh.fe than wow .'onceplital, prohlem.solving capahilnie,, This has
implications not lust tor the con., "1 of in iotiisc", but ;11,o tot the not. Mat mathematics 1,, taneht
includirn2 e\peclations for \\ hot NI idents
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Assessment has influenced participating departments. To help ensure that assessment results are seen and
discussed beyond the individual course, we produce a summary report for faculty members in participating
departments. After distributing this NA ritten leport. members of the assessment committee attend a regular faculty
meeting to ans :er questions and discuss the issues raised by assessment. The information we provide could lead
to a variety of departmental changes (so. not all quantitative problems are the responsibility of the mathematics or
statistics departments). Several examples will highlight the impact of our work has had on other departments.

After finding that man students in an introductory course were unable to handle material from calculus, one
department increased the prerequisite from tirst semester business calculus to two semesters of the regular
calculus sequenee. They did this not because the students needed the additional content, hut to ensure that
their students had further developed the necessary fundamental ideas by using and reviewing them in later
mathematieal work.
In another department. many students had poor records for their college mathematics courses. During the
faculty meeting at vs hieh assessment outeomes were discussed, a faculty member remarked that students
claimed they did not realize they would he expected to know material from a prerequisite calculus course in
their later course work. One response to this problern involves student advising. especially for first- and
seeond-ear students as the meet general edueation requirements. Faculty advisors should emphasize that
prerequisite courses eover important knowledge that will be essential later: that prerequisites are not just
additional credits that serve as a hurdle on their path to the degree.
Faculty memhers in other departments tpically welcome the interest ot our committee. with its mathematics
and statistics facult members. in their quantitative expectations ot students. Offen, they say that this is an
important area that they have neglected in the past. Recently. one (non technical) department included
discussions of quantitative difficulties of their students as they restructured their undergraduate program,
deciding to ineorporate more quantitative reasoning work in their own lower level courses.
In another department. following a planning session with our group for an upcoming assessment. the
coordinator for a large introductor y. science course remarked that he "couldn't remember having spent even
live minutes diseussing the specific quantitative needs of students with colleagues" during his years (decades)
at the universit rhe eourse had a calculus prerequisite). We were gratified that the facult members we
wr.)re working w ith reeo,..Inized one of our program's most important goals and the value of this form ot
asssessment.

Campus-with, impact of assessment. An ein:!. striking finding from the assessment projeet was that some
students were actively avoiding anj, courses with quantitative expectations. These students were unable Ri
eomplete basic quantitative literac tasks sueh as 1.1Sill.:2 percentages and extracting information from tables and
bar graphs. A university eurriculum eommittee saw these results and later reeommended that all baccalaureate
degree programs inelude ri six-credit quantitative requirement (before this, it was possible to get a B. A w idiom

colicgi;ite Mathe111;Itit.", or statistics). The recommendation ssa,, adopted hy the Faculty Senate. a clear
indication that Mr tocll,, on individual colll'..es can produce information use) ul at the broadest institutional levels.

Email). responses to assessment, Hoy, do faeulk respond w hen man> students do not have neeessary
quantitatke or othicIssise, Sotiictimmics. \112 usc tound. with resignation: "It would he lovel if we required three
or even MO scIllt."...1Crs f L.:AIL:111W, Bill Mle \sill have to do." ss;is the response from one Instructor. articulating
Ow constraints that ;ippls to prerequisites in plograms. Another faculty member said he had
ICAVC qUill1111,111St: 0)111plett'l \ out of his non technical course because (a) students lacked the necessary
skills ,md (I)) he had Flew of other matetial co\er. This was !list the most extreme reaefion that ss L. !lax,:
encountered to the problem ot students lacking quantitative capalnlities. Other faculty members hike ;ilso
teported -5;11Crillg th'1\n- quantitative expectations in eoutses because (If perceived student weaknesses This is

disturhing finding. and one that cannot be ea,,ilv addressed hv individuals sillt:c ':111 -opt out- ot
courses with imtghm e\pectations. 011r assessment can help to stem this trend by exposing the institutional Impact
ol such imlix idual lesisiotis to t,ueiilt \ mcmhers And i,lcpAmtnicnts Some lAeuli curr )11

ri(dt-NNOr It'111;11ked 111;11 plik up Hie nc,cssdr skillsi As \se c. dr(1). artkailating
Another icspon,,e I AppArcnt skcAkncsscs
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Shortcomings of this assessment work. Angelo and Cross (1993), in their practical classroom assessment
guide t'or college faculty, suggest that assessment is a cyclic process with three main stages: (a) planning, (b)
implementing, and (c) responding (p. 34). Their view of assessment as on ongoing, integrated part of instruction
is similar to that of our project. Although I have cited several positive responses to our assessment work, there
have also been instances where assessment revealed problems but no action was taken. This breaks the
assessment cycle after the second stage. I expect this to he an enduring problem for several reasons.

Our approach is deliberately collaborative and non prescriptive. Because of this, faculty participate
willinglyassessment is voluntary for individuals hecause its utility depends on participants believing it is
worthwhile. Our primary role is as information providers; we help faculty members to identify expectations
and pros ide information about student capabilities and backgrounds. Interpretation of and response to these
1:ndiags is leh to those who are affected (we do, of course, respond to requests for suggestions or
interpretations).
Not all problems have simple solutions. If students have difficulty with the arithmetic of complex numbers or
reading graphs. the problem can he iiddressed by including material in mathematics courses. When
assessment shows that students have difficulty with concepts, the remedies are much less obvious. Including
sonic new problems or even a unit will prohahly not be the answer. Still, one can hope that faculty
awareness of student difficulties of deeper and more complex origins may increase attention given to the
needs and capabilities of students in individual classrooms.
Solutions to sonie problems do not rest with the institution. For example, a department offered an
introductory course that fequired a semester of ealculus. We assessed in the course for several years, finding
that most students wk.re unable to handle any tasks from calculus. Each year, as We revised the assessment
tests the instructor remosed inure of the calculus material. reflecting his growing awareness of student
capabilities. We knew that many students had taken a business calculus course instead of the more rigorous
science and engineering version. so we suspected that business calculus was not adequately covering the
necessacy matetial. Our view ehanged draniatieally during the third assessment, when we also gained
information about the students' backgrounds in mathematics. Many students had very poor records in
mathematies: sonic had repeated mathematics courses two or three times and many had low grades (C or I))
in calculus. This information explained why they had so much trouble with calculus a year or two later. 'Die
real solution was for students to work harder to do better in prerequisite courses.

We recogni!e that assessment is eyclic and that responding to findings, especially of shortcomings. is
important: we also know that not es cry problem has a solution, Faeulty members are able to deal with the
educational issues. The\ ean do this effeetisely if they have information about the osisti.'g educational situation.

t'onclusion
Assessment has ;ilss ay s had a prominent. it narrow. role in the study of mathematics in colleges and unisc
Exeept for graduate qualify ing examinations, !oust of this attention has been at the level of indisidual courses.
With assessment used to monitor student learning during and at the end of a particular class. 'Hie natural focus of

mathematies faculty is on their majors and graduate students. Still. their role in a colleLle or university is lunch
larger because of the stn.\ ice the1 prOs ide !ly training students for the quantitatise demands of otlwr client
depd ients It is unimrtant that mathematicians monitor the Unpilet of this service role along ss ith their
'migrants for

l'his paper 01, 'Wed a hml-,111\ (10 ClOped procedure that ;iddresses an important hut often neglected ,,minension
it issessinent in mathematics. student retention of mathematical knowledge miser the longer term and the watch
between faculty expectations and student capabilities in subsequent courses. Recentls, Seidel! and Selden 1 I1)93)
listed long Icon it:mention of mathematical know, ledge ;is olle it SeVertil important issues desersing study.
Although this sort of assessment has reeeised little attention in the past, it is espet.ially worth pursuing in this era
111 'Chitin In school and collegiate mathemafies. Naturally, quantitative assessment :11S11 contributes to assessment
at the broader institutional level, a need that has receis ed increasing attention in reeent seals I I,sell, 1991 ).

haVe asSessill!! their \yolk lather than leasing it to outsiders with less stake or

1 0
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interest in the subject. The approach reported here allows mathematics derirtments and faculty' to give more
attention to this important aspect of their educational mission.
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